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Direction for this meeting 

 The subpanel provided a list of items that are timely to discuss in detail. 

• ProtoDUNE analysis and input to the TDR 

• Implementation of the ND concept in CP sensitivity studies 

• Role of alternative neutrino generators in TDR studies 

• Neutrino energy reconstruction strategy, in particular neutrals 

• Plans for DUNE-PRISM studies in the TDR 

 

 Three talks will cover these: 

• Tingjun Yang on ProtoDUNE 

• Chris Marshall on FD+ND oscillation fits 

• Mike Wilking on DUNE-PRISM 

 

 But first, I will give the top headlines from other areas in Physics 
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Long Baseline 
Chris Marshall 

Dan Cherdack 

Mayly Sanchez 

High-E / NDK 
Lisa Koerner 

Vitaly Kudryavstev 

 Greg Pawloski  

ND Physics 
Mike Kordosky 

Steve Manly 

  

BSM/Exotics 
Alex Sousa 

Jae Yu 

  

Physics Coordination 
  

Ryan Patterson 
Deputy: Elizabeth Worcester 

  

Physics groups 

FD Sim & Reco 
Chris Backhouse 

 Alex Himmel 

Tingjun Yang 

Recent change(s) shown in red 

 

Also new and physics-adjacent: 

   - ND CDR editors 

   - ND Design Group  

   - Calibration Consortium  

   - Computing Consortium 

Low-E / SNB 
Ines Gil Botella 

Kate Scholberg 

Alex Friedland 

Organization 
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Also: Calibration Task Force 
Sowjanya Gollapinni, Kendall Mahn 

ProtoDUNE 
Tingjun Yang 

George Christodoulou 
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SNB Working Group 
 Recent milestone reached: sensitivities for benchmark astrophysical observables 

using full end-to-end reconstruction 

 Spectrum often described using the pinched-thermal* model.  Of interest: 

spectral parameters vs. time (and flavor) 

Example from recent theory paper 

Nikrant et al., 1711.00008 

* 

Preliminary version using DUNE sim/reco 
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 SNB quantitative metrics planned: 

  (1) pinched-thermal spectral parameters 

  (2) neutrino mass hierarchy determination 

  (3) Collective effects and time-dependent shockwave features [maybe] 

  (4) SN pointing using elastic scattering [plots below] 

  (5) SASI oscillations [maybe] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 SNB Physics group working closely with DAQ and PDS groups (supernova physics is 

the most demanding driver of those systems) 

 

Reconstructed direction of individual 

ES events and inferred direction to SN 
 (full sim/reco example with mock 

data, though with some caveats) 

Preliminary pointing 

resolution of 24ο 
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NDK Working Group 

 At right: a slide I showed 

at a recent LBNC meeting, 

where we discussed 

challenges in each group 

 

 Principle NDK challenge 

was recruitment of new 

effort for these analyses 

 

 

 This summer we stood up a dedicated analysis subgroup for the p→K+�̅� channel, 

and elevated the visibility and priority of this analysis within the collaboration 

 Subgroup lead: Hiro Tanaka 
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 Ramp up of effort has been excellent.  Collection 

here represents new work from five different people 

(previously just one person) since group formation 
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BSM Working Group 
 Internal documentation for key analyses starting working group review. 

Docs will go to full collaboration soon. 

    This step is particularly relevant for BSM group since we cannot devote 
    much space to the details of each BSM analysis. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 Also preparing for final re-spin to bring analyses in sync with final TDR assumptions (e.g., 

final flux estimates, ND fiducial volume). 
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LBL Working Group 
 Reminder: target performance reached with full end-to-end FD simulation and 

reconstruction 

 Selection largely frozen now, though recent technical improvements provide 

additional efficiency gain especially at low energies. 

 FD+ND fits and systematics are the overwhelming focus now.  (Talks follow.) 

 Dedicated analysis workshop: November 15th – 17th 

Only efficiencies and energy estimators have 

been updated for this plot. Systematics treatment 

is same for all curves (CDR assumptions). 



Calibration Task Force (→Working Group) 
 Remarkable progress since formation one year ago, now a highly active group 

 Executive Board has launched a Calibration Consortium, which will work 

closely with existing calibration/physics groups 
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